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KINGS CAPLE PARISH COUNCIL 
Regular Meeting of the Parish Council held via Zoom  

at 7.30pm on Thursday 8th October 2020 

  
Present 
Parish Cllrs: Adrian Harvey (AH), Pam Apperley (PA), Mark Barry (MB), Julie Brandram-Jones (JBJ), Wendy 
Harris (WH), Tim Over (TO), James Petter (JP) 

 
Also in attendance: Harry Waymouth (Highways), Mrs Chris Bucknell (Parish Clerk) and 6 members of the 
public (including the applicants for Planning Application 202913 and representatives from Kings Caple 
Primary Academy).  
 

1. To Receive Apologies for Absence – Ward Cllr Barry Durkin 
 

2. Declarations of Interest 
a. To Receive Declarations of Interest 

• Cllr Julie Brandram-Jones declared a pecuniary interest in Item 8b – 202913 School Field, Kings Caple 

• Cllr Mark Barry declared a non-pecuniary interest in Item 8b – 202913 School Field, Kings Caple 
The Chair confirmed that Cllr Brandram-Jones must leave the meeting whilst this item was being discussed.  
Cllr Barry could remain in the meeting and make comments but could not take part in, or influence, the 
decision regarding the Parish Council comments on the application. 

b. To Approve any Written Requests for Dispensations 
There were no declarations of interest and no requests for dispensations   

 
3. To Accept Minutes of the Regular Meeting held on 16th July 2020 and the Extraordinary Meetings held on 

19th August 2020 and 8th September 2020 

Resolved:  The Minutes were confirmed, and it was agreed the Clerk could sign these electronically on behalf 
of the Chair.         Action:  Clerk 
 

4. To Receive Report from Ward Cllr Barry Durkin 
Cllr Durkin was not present at the meeting and there was no report.  The Parish Council wished Cllr Durkin 
well in his recovery and asked the Clerk to send him a message conveying their best wishes. 
 
It was agreed that part of Item 8b, Planning application for School Field, Kings Caple, would be taken at this 
point in the agenda. In attendance at the meeting were the applicants and 2 representatives from Kings Caple 
Primary Academy (Sarah Elwine and Jamie Gittins).  A representation had been received from one of the 
applicants who could not attend the meeting (Carolyn Olney).  This had been sent to all Councillors and was 
read out at the meeting. 
 
Cllr Julie Brandram-Jones left the meeting at this point 
 

8b. To Consider New Planning Applications and Agree Comments 

 
The Chair gave a brief outline of the application, saying it was of modest size and aligned with what the Parish 
Council had proposed in Version 6 of the Neighbourhood Development Plan.   
 
 

Reference 

Number 
  Application 

202913 School Field, Kings Caple.  Outline application for erection of 7 dwellings 
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Questions were invited from Councillors and the public, the main points are summarised below: 

The timescale for the development was queried as the Design and Access statement indicated that this would 
be achieved relatively quickly.  One of the applicants, Penny Brandram Jones, responded that nothing had 
been decided yet, but the project was expected to be started and finished quickly and would be completed 
within the requisite 3 years, following approval.  It was also stated that she intended to build a house on the 
site and there were 2 other people who had shown an interest in self-build.   

Sewage and the provision on mains power were seen to be key issues.  Power would be provided by the 
installation of a new transformer and the internet was to be upgraded with a new high-speed distribution box 
being installed in the village, both of which would also support the school. The drainage statement noted that 
there was the capacity to deal with surplus water and French drains had been factored into the plans which 
would deal with the maximum amount of water that may fall onto the site. 

The representatives from the school asked if there would be any opportunities to make parking around the 
school easier as this was of concern to residents.   The Chair made a comment about the Section 106 and 
Community Infrastructure Grants that may be available and how these, in certain circumstances, could be 
used to support school facilities.  Cllr Harvey said he had been approached by one of the teachers about the 
possibility of improving the surface of the land from the edge of the playground to the boundary of school 
site, and asked whether this was still an issue.  Jamie Gittins responded that a French drain had been installed 
but this was ineffective in heavy rain which made the bottom end of the playground unusable because of 
surface water and a further, more effective drainage solution, would be welcome. 

Alan Brandram Jones (the applicant) offered the school topsoil to level up the bottom of the playing field and 
thus make a more useable space.  Cllr Harvey stressed that there was a need for the Developer and the 
Community to work closely together to ensure the best possible outcome and Penny Brandram Jones asked 
that a point of contact be identified so that options and practicalities could be discussed.    

Harry Waymouth said that with the two sites, Lightfields and the School Field, there was likely to be an 
increase in construction traffic and he asked whether this could be directed to go out of the village in the 
opposite direction to as not to affect the school drop off times.  Penny Brandram Jones said this could be 
made a condition. 

Cllr Barry said that from a Highways and Rights of Way perspective the principle of the development was 
logical but there were some issues which needed clarification.  The proposed site plan was showing a 
different splay into the access from that in the BWB Engineers Report which resulted in the width of the road 
being reduced by around 2 meters, recommending that the layout be drawn up with the Highways Team 
rather than the KODA plan.   

There was a discrepancy between the Landscape Plan, which showed 15 parking spaces, and Highways 
Document which showed 14 spaces, indicating that this was in accordance with Herefordshire Council’s Car 
Parking strategy.  Cllr Barry felt there was a need for clarification and to establish what related to access and 
what to highways. 

The late submission from the Public Rights of Way Officer, indicated there should be a dedicated footpath 
clearly marked as far as the junction with the U71004.     

There was also an issue of whether a turning circle was needed. 

Penny Brandram Jones said she would go back to those who had prepared the plans and ask them to show 
more detail on these issues.  

Cllr Harvey suggested a proposal to support the application bearing in mind the comments and matters which 
required more clarification.  Cllr Apperley proposed this, and Cllr Harris seconded it.  All were in favour.       
Cllr Harvey would prepare a detailed submission for the Planning Department and circulated it for approval 
before submission.                                                                                                    Action:  AH 
 
Cllr Julie Brandram-Jones re-joined the meeting at this point 
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5. Open Time – To Note Matters Raised by Local Residents Relevant to the Parish 
Harry Waymouth asked at what point would the increase in population and houses in the Parish warrant 
consideration of an additional bus service.  Cllr Harvey noted that he had recently completed the Parish 
Survey, which had included public transport and that this was one of the key issues that had been brought up 
at the 2019 Annual Parish Meeting (see item 6). 
 

6. Encouraging Liaison and Communication with Parishioners 
Cllr Harvey said that at the July Meeting he had committed to preparing a Progress Report on issues that 

residents had deemed important at the 2019 Parish Meeting, but which had not been progressed because of 

the Covid restrictions.  The items in question were 

• Expenditure and Financial Issues 

• Looking at more supportive relations with The Old School 

• Carrying forward development of the NDP and the National Planning Policy 

• Highways 

• Public Transport 

• Whether to Progress the Conservation Area 

Cllr Harvey said he would produce a detailed document covering these items and asked that he be given 

feedback on the priorities of which should be progressed.                                Action:  AH 

 
7. Financial Matters  

a: To Receive a Report from the RFO 
Current Account £15,196.67.  The Community Account is holding £10,000 for The Old School. 
Income Since the July Meeting - Herefordshire Council Precept Part 2 - £4,000 

b: To Approve Payments made since July Meeting    

Payment Expenditure   Amount 

DD  Plusnet Broadband (July) £28.50 + VAT  £34.20 

BACS 
Martin Suff Electrical Services invoice 1181  £165 + VAT  Inspection and tests at The 
Old School 

£198.00 

BACS Wellington Parish Council Contribution towards A4 paper (12%) £3.09 

DD  Plusnet  Broadband (August)  £28.50 + VAT £34.20 

DD  Plusnet  Broadband (September)  £28.50 + VAT £34.20 

Resolved:  Payments noted and approved 

c:   To Approve Payment of Outstanding Invoices 

Payment Expenditure   Amount 

BACS 
 HALC invoice H1061  Website Hosting and Domain Name December 2019 – 
November 2020   £50 + VAT 

  £60.00 

BACS Clerk’s net Salary Qtr 2 as per salary summary £532.40 

BACS HMRC  PAYE related to Clerk’s Salary Qtr 2 £133.00 

Resolved:   Payments Approved      Action:  Clerk 

Broadband at The Old School – Reference payment for the Broadband at The Old School, which is now not 
being used because of the current situation.  Following investigation, it had been established that Plusnet 
would be willing to suspend the monthly payments but all back payments would be payable in full at a later 
date – the contract cannot be cancelled until the end of the 2-year fixed term contract which is the end of 
February 2021.  The Parish Council needed to consider whether to continue with this contract or to cancel it 
at the end of the 2-year term. 

d:   To Note Clerks Salary Scales 2021/22 
The National Pay Scales for 2020/21 have now been issued, backdated to 1st April 2020.  The Clerk’s rate 
(SCP 9) has gone up to £10.83 per hour which was an increase of 26p per hour for 20 hours per month. 
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e:   To Agree Process for Development of 2021/22 Budget and Precept  
The request for the 2021/22 Precept needed to be with Herefordshire Council by 31st December and before 
that had to be approved by the Parish Council at its meeting in November.  The Clerk was asked to circulate a 
year to date summary by email so that Councillors could consider it before the meeting.   
         Action:  Clerk 
 

8. To Consider Planning Matters  
a. To Note Comments made between Meeting 

This application appeared the same as number 200604 which was determined in April 2020.  The Planning 
Team had been contacted and explained that the new scheme amended the design, reducing the mass of the 
proposed extension.  On this basis there was no objection to the application as the proposals did not bring 
any overlooking issues and the design was felt to be in keeping with the property. 

b:  To Consider New Planning Applications and Agree Comments  

This was covered earlier in the agenda after Item 4. 

Cllr Over left the meeting room at this point 
 

The amendment to this application had only come in on the day before the meeting and Cllr Harvey had 
contacted the Case Officer to establish the exact details of the amendment.  This was shown on an additional 
drawing which indicated additions to some of the landscaping features:  birch trees on the southern side, a 
hedge on the southern and eastern sides, and the replacement of 3 pear trees in the orrchard.  Also, there 
were some changes to the materials being used, particularly on the roof of the building.   

Following discussion, it was felt that these changes did nothing to alleviate the previous concerns.  The lack of 
detailed information was a concern, and it was also felt that birch trees, which had a relatively short life, did 
not provide adequate cover  The limited landscape proposals were considered inadequate in view of local, 
county and national policies for sensitive areas within an AONB. There were still no  details of how power was 
to be carried to the site, with a danger of reliance on noisy and environmentally unsustainable use of a 
generator,  as had been the case when a mobile home had been illegally sited at the location,  or unsightly 
overhead lines crossing open fields. In addition, research with DEFRA had revealed that an isolation unit 
could be hired out to other farmer., leading to a potential further increase in the use of narrow unadopted 
roads by heavy farm vehicles. 

In summary it was felt this did amendment did nothing to change the Parish Council’s original response and a 
supplementary response, reinforcing opposition for the development, would be prepared and circulated for 
approval.        Action:  Clerk 

 

 

 

Reference 

Number 
  Application 

202482 20 Caple Avenue, Kings Caple.  Proposed replacement of conservatory with single storey extension 

Reference 

Number 
  Application 

202913 School Field Kings Caple – outline application for erection of 7 dwellings 

Reference 

Number 
  Application 

202355 
Land East of Pennoxstone Court, Ruxton Lane, Kings Caple.  Proposed extension to an existing 
agricultural building (Amended Application) 
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c: To Note any Decisions/Notifications Received   

d:  Update on Proposed Changes to Planning System and Implications for NDP 
The links to the Planning for the Future White Paper and the Consultation had been circulated to all Cllrs 
together with brief summaries of the main points.  The documents could be accessed at 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/planning-for-the-future.   Cllr Harvey intended to do a 
detailed analysis of the core document, which would be brought back to a future meeting.    Action:  AH 

e: Update on Access to Cherry Trees, Kings Caple 
Cllr Harvey had received a number of complaints from residents and Simon Withers had been contacted.  He 
subsequently passed the issue onto the Lead Development Manager and Development Manager for 
Enforcement for further consideration.  The responses are shown below. 

Mark Tansley (Development Manager):  Further to our previous enforcement investigation which was 
subsequently closed and recent liaison between ourselves and highway colleagues I can confirm the following: 

The fencing erected behind the wall (due to the occupants requiring privacy in respect of persistent complaints 
received) is within permitted development legislation as it is the wall that is adjacent to the highway, not the 
fence, therefore no formal planning application is required. 

Despite local advertisements for dog care services, the number of dogs under their care has not yet triggered 
a ‘material change of use’ of the residential property, therefore no planning application is required. 

In respect of the temporary boarding for RSPCA dogs in the extension, this is not a commercial venture as only 
paid a £12 retainer which the cost of dog food is deducted from. Again no ‘material change of use’ has 
occurred and no planning application is required. 

The removal of the existing wall and re-surfacing of the immediate area of land behind it in a porous material 
constitute permitted development and whilst the highways engineer voiced some concerns in respect of the 
northbound exit, they also  re-iterated that planning permission was not required for an access onto an 
unclassified road. 

The extension works to the existing outbuilding are within permitted development rights, consequently not 
subject to any NDP policies. 

Following this the Parish Council provided Mark Tansley and Kevin Bishop a copy of the road report prepared 
by Cllr Harvey and Harry Waymouth, asking for further information on the following issues 

• whether the highways engineer has actually visited the site and, if so, when; 
• the precise nature of the concerns that he/she raised. 

(Mark Lewis – Highways):  As previously advised alteration/new access to unclassified road is permitted 
development.  Our Officer has visited the site as requested.  In terms of the access I am waiting for BBLP to 
confirm if they have received an application under Section 184 of the highways act 1980 to establish if 
permission has been granted from them to undertake the amendments to the access arrangements of the 
property. I will pass this on when I hear back from them, although based on what our Officer observed I would 
suggest this may not have been undertaken.  

With reference to the access it is felt that the access would likely result in a worsened position and would have 
been queried as part of the planning process had the design been included under the previous application. 

Reference 

Number 
  Application 

 

202482 
20 Caple Avenue, Kings Caple.  Proposed replacement of conservatory with single 

storey extension 

Approved 

with 

Conditions 

202335 
Land East of Pennoxstone Court, Ruxton Lane, Kings Caple.  Proposed extension to 

an existing agricultural building 

Awaiting 

Decision 

202070 
Land Adjacent to Lightfields – outline planning for the erection of up to 15 

dwellings, with up to 35% affordable 

Awaiting 

Decision 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/planning-for-the-future
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This process would have required the demonstration of the achievability of a Manual for Streets 2 derived 
visibility splay.  

It is noted that the road in question is the U71005 and that access amendments would not necessarily require 
planning permission. In the event that you would like to liaise with BBLP relating to enforcement at the site 
might I suggest that you contact susan.white@balfourbeatty.com as her team has the enforcement functions 
of the service. I appreciate that this may not be the case if there is also a change of use issue at the site.  
 

Cllr Harvey felt this was not acceptable and the Parish Council needed to consider how it was taken forward.  
 

9. Highway and Public Rights of Way 
a. Update on Review of Roads in the Parish 

i.  Resurfacing of the Road from Clusters to Lightfields 
Harry Waymouth gave an update on his recent site meeting with Neil James, Locality Steward and reported 
that the Clusters was not scheduled for resurfacing and would be held in the prioritised list for some time.  
Cllr Harvey stated that as Kings Caple had played their part in helping Herefordshire Council meet their local 
housing target consideration should be given to keeping the roads properly maintained.  Ian Jenkins, a 
member of the public, stated that there had been a number of accidents on that corner and the road should 
be prioritised on safety grounds.  Harry Waymouth asked Mr Jenkins to tabulate the information and 
highlight the issues.  Cllr Harvey said he would consider to whom this issue should be referred within  
Infrastructure and Highways to discuss the issue.                                                         Action:  AH  
 
Cllr Tim Over left the meeting at this point 

ii. Update on Ditch and Drainage Work 
The Clerk confirmed that the full drainage grant of £5,725 had been awarded, saying thanks must go to Harry 
Waymouth who not only identified the work needed but also, when Balfour Beatty were considering whether 
to give the Parish the full amount, produced an extremely detailed document showing the need for all the 
work which had been identified.  This report, together with the support of Neil James, resulted in the parish 
getting the full level of grant. 

Harry Waymouth reported that he had met with Terry Griffiths, Lengthsman to carry out a circuit of the 
village to help develop a schedule of work and it was hoped to develop an agreement with the Parish Council, 
which would include landowners.  He had, initially, also had a very constructive meeting with Elwyn Brooke, 
but recent communication had indicated that Mr Brooke no longer felt that the work was in his interest and 
he was refusing to take any of the water from the drainage work onto his land.  Cllr Harvey felt that 
landowners should collaborate in schemes which benefited everyone in the village, and this should in no way 
be influenced by how the Parish Council determined planning applications, which was a separate and 
unrelated issue.   

The Clerk confirmed Balfour Beatty’s view that in the unlikely event any landowner objected to having the 
grant funded drainage work done on the boundary of their property, then those ditches would revert to 
Riparian Rights and would need to be cleared by the landowner at their own expense. 

Harry Waymouth confirmed that work that did not require soil to be put on private land would be started 
first.  It was noted that there was degradation of the land past Poulstone Court towards Willow Cottage and 
the ditch that ran alongside it needed to be reinstated and this would be prioritised 

iii. To Consider Purchase of Replacement Salt Bins  
Terry Griffiths hoped to be putting in an order for 1 yellow bin (with concrete base) by the crossroads 
opposite The Old School together with 4 half-sized blue bins on one or two new sites. 

iv. To Consider Any Other Actions and Expenditure – there were no further actions 

b. Update on Common Land and Management 
There was no further update 
 
 

mailto:susan.white@balfourbeatty.com
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c. To Receive a Report on Footpath Maintenance 
Cllr Apperley noted that a gate belonging to the Parish Council had been removed from her premises by Mr 

Elwyn Brooke. Cllr Apperley was originally led to believe, by Mr Brooke, that the gate he removed from her 

premises was also to be used on KC11 along with a kissing gate which was provided by Mr Brooke and 

installed at his request, and the second of the two pedestrian gates purchased by the Parish Council. The 

kissing gate and one of the pedestrian gates had already been installed on KC11. 

Other problems noted were: 

• KC 8 - blocked by a planting of fodder beet. 

• KC9 -  bridleway gate  blocked by a pallet at Ingsbury. 

It was felt that now Mr Brooke had indicated that the was not willing to work with the Parish Council for the 

good of the parish, that this would need to go through the Enforcement Officer.     Action:  Clerk 

Cllr Apperley spoke about the new Footpath Officer Pilot programme which was being promoted by Balfour 

Beatty, who wanted to identify two pilot parishes who could help in assessing   defects and carrying out 

minor maintenance work in their parish.  Cllr Apperley had expressed an interest in taking part in this 

scheme. 

i. Update on Tourist Access to Bridge Linking Sellack and Kings Caple Parishes 
Following on from the last meeting the Clerk had contacted Neil James (Locality Steward), his response is 
below: 

Since the COVID 19 pandemic and the release from quarantine the impact of visitors to beauty spots 
and scenic locations has increased significantly. I’m not sure what can be done to limit this access 
when the Highways are technically open to all.  With regards to the installation of mirrors at 
junctions, the only way around this is for the mirror, which needs to be purchased privately, to be 
located on private land such as the farms hedge but not the verge. This is perfectly acceptable, but it 
cannot protrude out into the carriageway it must be incorporated into the landowner’s hedgerow. 

ii. To Consider any Actions and Expenditure - none 

d. To Note Any Defects to be reported to BBLP and any other updates - None 
 

10. Liaison with Agricultural Holdings 
This item was deferred until the next meeting 
 

11. Climate Emergency Update 
This had not progressed very far due to the Corona virus restrictions, Cllr Harris had attended some of the 
online webinars but it was felt that little could be done until the planned meeting with the village could take 
place. 
 

12. National Tree Council Tree Planting Project Funding 
This had also not been progressed, but it was noted that the funding was available until March 2021 and it 
would be kept on the agenda. 
 

13. To Note the Information Sheet (October 2020) and any other updates 
Resolved: The Information sheet was noted.   There were no further updates 

 
14. To Raise Items for the next Regular Meeting of the Parish Council (no discussion) – None 

Donation to Knife Angel Project 
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15. To Note Date and Time of the next Regular Meeting of the Parish Council   
Thursday 19th November 2020 at 7.30pm – format and location to be agreed.  
Post Meeting Note:   This date was subsequently changed to Thursday 10th December 2020  
 
The Meeting closed at 9.40 pm 
 
 

 
Signed    ………………………………………         Date  10th December 2020 
Chairman of Kings Caple Parish Council 


